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New Product is Key for Renovations

Torrance, CA, January 28, 2010 - MK Diamond Products, Inc. introduces the new MK-VTS/50, a lightweight scraping tool for removal of a wide range of materials from concrete surfaces. Flooring and coating removal can be difficult and time consuming but using the MK-VTS/50 mechanical scraping machine will increase productivity, leading to greater profit.

The MK walk-behind floor scraper is designed to remove thick coatings like epoxies and urethanes, adhesives, thin set mortar, rubber, epoxy, floor coverings and waterproofing materials. The MK-VTS/50 uses razor sharp blades to slide under, fracture or otherwise remove unwanted materials from the surface. Different blades are designed for different removal applications from carpet to vinyl to wood. The rear wheels adjust for ideal blade angle and accommodate blade widths to 12”.

The MK Diamond Floor Scraper is a compact scraper that is easy to use and durable due to its sturdy, compact design and 1.5 horsepower motor. The handle detaches for storage and transport in smaller vehicles. Its lightweight provides for handling by a single person. The adjustable handle height makes it ergonomically easy to use and with reduced noise operation allows for use in sensitive environments.

“Walk-behind powered scrapers have made removal of flooring much easier and more effective than using flimsy hand scrapers or using attachments on skid-steers. When using a jackhammer or chisel there is a risk of substrate damage when removing grout but the MK Scraper reduces the risk and expedites the process,” states Brian Delahaut, Vice-President of MK Diamond Products, Inc. “It is the right tool for residential and light commercial projects,” Delahaut adds.

MK Diamond Products, Inc. is a manufacturer of precision diamond blades and equipment for cutting, coring and polishing all types of masonry, concrete, tile and stone products. We are continually evaluating and developing technologies to produce the best equipment in the market. MK Diamond Products, Inc. has been American-owned since 1868. For more information call 800/421-5830 or visit www.mkdiamond.com.